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Around the paddocks
Your guide to new and used machiner y

Ferrari: the name says it all
errari tractors offer quality
F
and innovation and are now
available at Konigs Shepparton.
The tractors’ low centres of
gravity offer a high level of safety
when working on steep, hilly
country and across slopes of up to
45 degrees.
The tractors are manufactured
in Italy and distributed by Mirco
Brothers Machinery in Minto,
NSW.
Mirco Brothers Machinery sales
manager Peter Murray said the
four-wheel drive models were
designed for horticulture and
viticulture and despite being a lowprofile tractor, they retained good
ground clearance.
‘‘Their traction comes from a
true four-wheel drive system,
which is distinct from wheel assist
— hence giving them better
traction and power to the ground,’’
he said.
‘‘Ferrari also has dual-steer
models that allow for a far tighter
turning radius. The dual-steer
system really shines when working
in vineyards or hot-houses.’’
The Vega SDT dual-steer models
have an extremely tight turning
circle and they articulate in the
centre as well as steer on the front
axle, which makes them capable
of tight turns coming out of rows in
vineyards.
The model has an option of ‘lowprofile’ cabins, which are
airconditioned and pressurised,
and have been designed for
working under trellis in vineyards
and hot-houses.
The low-profile cabin heights
start from 169 cm from the ground
and offer visibility all around.
A ‘‘comfort’’ cabin is available
and this is also airconditioned and
pressurised, making it an ideal
choice for spraying application.
A conventional cabin is also
available for work in orchards.

Ferrari export manager Stefano Muzzoni, Mirco Brothers Machinery sales manager Peter Murray, Konigs owner Leo Schoonderbeek
and machinery salesman Bedri Ahmet with a Ferrari tractor.
There are three models available
in the Vega range: the Vega 75
(70 hp), Vega 85 (84 hp) and the
Vega 95 (92 hp).

All Ferrari models are powered
by Daimler-Benz VM diesel
engines, which meet the new
European emission regulations.

Ferrari also offers a reversible
console on some models, which
further enhances the work that
they can perform.

KONIGS THE NEW HOME OF

TRACTORS

ROPS models are also available
across the range.
➤ For more information phone
Konigs Shepparton on 5821 4411.

T H E O N LY
FERRARI
DEALER IN
NO
O RT H E A S T
V I C TO R I A

The FERRARI range of tractors has been designed to offer
a uniquely versatile tractor for specialised requirements
in horticulture and vineyard applications. This compact
product offers unbelievable manoeuvrability with up to
95HP. Visibility and stability in extreme undulating country
is second to non when it comes to Ferrari.
• High power engine

• Higher versatility

• Lower fuel consumption

• Excellent reliability

• Greater performance
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